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The subject of this Terminal Project
is the design of a Maritime Office Center
for the Charleston, S. C. waterfront.

The

project site is located in the heart of
the maritime business area in the historic
district on the Charleston peninsula.

This

complex, initiated by the South Carolina
State Ports Authority and in conjunction with
the City of Charleston, will involve a general
office building to be rented to maritimerelated businesses and an accompanying parking facility.

20.

BACKGROUND DATA
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2.1

MARITIME ACTIVITY
The basic economy of the city of

Charleston is largely dependent upon waterfront activities, and those activities located on the peninsula itself contribute
greatly to this economic base.

1

In the past

20 years, the port of Charleston has experienced a 95% increase in tonnage handled, from
4.0 to 7.8 million tons.

Charleston has

become one of the top 20 port areas in the
United States, as measured by tonnage.

In the

value of goods handled, Charleston has consistently rated near the 15th position nationally.
It has been predicted that tonnage through
the port of Charleston will grow by more than
75% between 1970 and 1980, with a straight 1 ine
average of 7.5% per year.

An additional 50%

increase in tonnage is expected between 1980 and
1990.

The total tonnage for the port for 'the

next 20 years, then, will increase 205%, trip] ing
the 1970 tonnages.

5

To meet these increased cargo-handling
requirements, the S.C. State Ports Authority
(S.P.A.) has taken steps to improve the
efficiency of its internal operations and to
plan for this future expected growth.

It is

estimated that approximately $150,000,000
will be required between 1975 and 1990 for upto-date equipment and other capital investments.
Over the past few years, the S.P.A. has constructed both a modern headquarters office
building and a new passenger service terminal
on the historic Charleston peninsula.
To maintain and improve upon its performance, however, the port of Charleston must
depend not only upon S.P.A. capital investments,
but also upon improvements in the efficiency of
on-shore, port-supporting, private office
operations.

Services such as those of freight

forwarders, custom house brokers, steamship
agents, chandlers, stevedores, financial institutions, consulates, leasing agents , sales,

6

labor organizations, transportation and travel
services and others must be provided by privately-owned companies in their own offices.
The Maritime Office Center project was initiated
by the S.P.A., in conjunction with the city of
Charleston planning policies,to satisfy this
need.
2.2

t
MARKET FOR OFFICE SPACE
As stated previously, the purpose of the

Maritime Office Center is to provide office
space for public agencies and private firms
who have port related interests.

The deter-

mine the more specific maritime office demand,
a marketability and feasibility study was
conducted by the S.P.A.

This study also in-

cluded an evaluation of the existing general
office space potential in the city of Charleston.
According to the survey, the existing portsupporting services have located themse l ves in
several scattered, ·small buildings surrounding
the project site at the foot of Broad Street.

7

This area has traditionally been Charleston's
financial, legal, and related professional
office district.

With port tonnages and car-

go value both expected to triple by 1990,
the survey identified a future demand for more
new, expanded and efficient office space located within the closest proximity to the Port
Authority's centralized functions.

All port-

related activities are expected to grow in size
and space demands, and even the smallest increases in customer visits and employment will
create further difficulties in already inadequate
traffic circulation and parking conditions.
Through evaluation of demand and supply,
it has been determined that there is also a very
strong market for general office space in the
city of Charleston.

This market will remain

strong even after the construction of new market rental space.

Currently, Class A (excellent)

and Class B (good) space make up less than 30%
of the 240,000 square feet inventoried in the

8

peninsula city.

It is believed that the Mari-

time Office Center, located in close proximity
to the Broad Street financial and legal center and the S.P.A. headquarters building, will
be an attractive location not only for maritime businesses but also for general office
rentals.

This general office space need and

use of the Center will permit the Center to
be profitably constructed now to meet future
expanding maritime needs.3
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3.1

PORT RELATIONSHIPS
The site selected for the Maritime Office
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Center and parking facility by the S.P.A. and
the city of Charleston is closely related to
most of the existing port activities.

It is

within one short block of the Cooper River
waterfront, 2 blocks from the U.S. Customs
House, across the street from S.P.A. headquarters building, and within one block of

I
I
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the new passenger ship terminal.

Almost all

non-industrial, private, port businesses are
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located within 2 blocks of the site.

Water-

front and warehousing activities are located

3 blocks to the north of the site.

The inter-

state highway system, which relates the site
to its multi-state port service area, is 1-3/4
4
m1· 1es d.1stant.

CHARLESTON

3.2

CITY RELATIONSHIPS

HARBOR

The relationship of the site to the surrounding urban area is unique in the city of
Charleston .

The historic site area is projected

11

to become part of the Broad Street OfficeFinancial Oistrict. 5

To the east of the

site, the city of Charleston plans to develop
a waterfront park.

Some of the eastern sea-

board's finest restaurants are located in close
proximity to the site area.
The physical environment of the surrounding area, however, leaves much to be desired.
A report on this specific area conducted by
the city of Charleston in 1973 states:
"The general condition of the study area
is bad.

Streets and public rights of way are

poorly paved and in some instances, not paved
at all.

Sidewalks are lacking, and badly

needed along many streets.

Drainage is inade-

quate and needs better maintenance, with the
obvious result that water frequently collects
i n low spots.

The area serves as a primary

parking opportunity for hundreds of people who
work on Broad Street, but there is no parking
system or regulation.

Traffic is often con-

12

fused and congested and constitutes a
possible fire hazard .... some public owned
properties are ill kept and are not being
used for the best public purposes.

Property

lines are ill-defined and there are some
obvious encroachments into public streets. 116
Although many of these problems still
plague the area, it has greantly improved in
recent years, mainly as a result of renovation
of the old warehouses in the area.

Several

renovation projects are currently under way
and new offices and other services have opened
recently.

The historic and natural mixture of

these functions provides an interaction and
convenience which many communities strive to
create.

With these locational characteristics,

the site has an initial and continuing absorbtion potential for both maritime and general
office space accompanied by unmatched atmosphere
and 1 i vab i 1 i ty. 7
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3,3
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BUILDABLE SITE
The S.P.A. has deed and title to the 1 ,5

o1E~ouE. p.f...t-tGE

acre buildable site located on the Cooper

J

River waterfront.

dimensioned as shown in the site analysis.
The construction of the Maritime Office

GENDRON

j

The site is bounded and

,~~,

Center is in keeping with surrounding development and the area's zoning status (limited
business) and future plans for the area.

C

COlji

Presently, approximately 90% of the

~~~~

1

NORTH

underutilized site is leased for ground level
parking.

A deteriorated 2 story offlce

building of no historic or architectural
value is the only structure on the site and
will be demolished to permit orderly development.

Otherwise, only a few minor obstructions

must be removed.
PJ'IOOLE

J

<ilLLON

Development may necessitate

ATLANTIC

l

the vacation and closing of North Atlantic Wharf
between Prioleau and Concord Streets. 8
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4.1

HISTORIC CONTEXT ANALYSIS
Tradition and aesthetics are very current

and real factors in Charleston 1 s architectural
development, and for this reason, this section
will analyze in general the different elements
involved in the design of any new building in
a historic area.

4.1.1

THEORY
To understand the problem of the design

of a new building in a historic district, one
must resolve the question of architectural
and historic integrity.

While maintaining the

architectural and historic integrity of old
buildings under restoration is a problem in
itself, an even greater problem arises when
decisions must be made in relating new construction to neighboring historic structures.
The easy way out, which is taken in most cases,
is to imitate the style, proportion, materials,
color and all the elements of the h istoric
buildings and areas.

The result i s a copy, and

17

after a few years of weathering, it becomes
impossible to differentiate between the old
and the new.
Proof of this approach to the problem
of architectural compatibility can be found
in any city.

Grocery stores, gas stations,

office buildings, hotels, funeral homes,
churches and houses are all wrapped in
antiqued packages. 9

11

Designed in all

sentimental appeal, the past has been applied as a pastiche on the present . 111 O The
building industry, in conforming to the wishes
of the designers, mass produces Georgian or
American Colonial details, windows, doors,
mantels, hardware and the rest.

The indus-

trialization of history has become a big
business.
On the other hand, there are just as many
contemporary buildings located in historic
areas which pay no regard to their surrounding s .
Designs which disregard the scale, texture,

18

materials, and other relevant considerations
for harmonizing with the old are detrimental
to both the old and the new.

In any environ-

ment, one must decide what will be foreground
and what wi 11 be background architecture.

In

historic districts, the mold has been cast in
the past, and the very predominance of the old
requires that the new fit into the background
and relinquish the foreground to the old.
"Since architecture is a 1 iving art, it
is a great mistake to believe that the architects of today cannot build on the past without copying it - and by copying it they play
a dirty trick on a dead civilization, and a
• •
1 1v1ng

one. 11 11

Good new architecture which

relates and harmonizes with old surroundings is
feasible, but there is no easy or set answer
to this problem.
4.1.2

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR HISTORIC AREAS
The following design criteria for historic

areas in different parts of the United States

19

are included to illustrate the different
approaches taken by different historic areas.
It must be realized that these criteria are
set up for specific locations and cannot
therefore be universally applied to this
specific historic area.

Those criteria which

relate specifically to the Maritime Office
Center will be analyzed at the end of this
section.

savannah, georgia

12
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the criteria

AV~I0.68

1. Height. This is a
m:mdatory critc:ria that
new buildings be
constructed to a height
within 10 percent oi the
,n-er.tge height oi existing
adjacent buildings.

1

2. Proportion of b11ildi111s' front
facades. The relationship
between the width and height of
the front elevation of the
building.

I H?1'7Hr

~f{ArlO
3. Proportio11 of oprnings u-ithi11
tile fa cad.·. The rclation~hip oi
width to height of windows and
doors.

~

C

C

I lh. WIDTH
~KOf'Ol'CTION

•

•

J

1

t- 11/1.

,,--

Z..:iL

_

WINDOW fflOP.Ol'CTION

'1.-1

-flfH--'-(t '-ff'¥r~

111

1

I

#~
./. R/1ylli111 of solids to ,:oids i11
fru11t f11cade. Rhythm h<:ing an
ordered recurrent alternation of
strong and weak clements.
~loving past an individual
building, one experiences a
rhythm oi masses to upcnings.

p

tl
1

11h · \ • 11'1 · I · ?>

t(H1THM
5. Rhythm of spacin9 of b11ildi11gs on
streets. Moving past a sequence of
buildings, one experiences a rhythm oi
recurrent building masses to spaces
between them.

fl no

TITIU

uno nno
k4~li4~1~ 4J
4-I-4·1·4

~HYTHM
6. Rh)·t/1111 of entrance a11d/or porch
projatio11s. The relationships of entrances to
sidewalks. 1fo\·ing pa~t a ~equence oi
structurl'S, one experiences a rhythm of
entrances or porch projections at an intimate
scale.

~I I~
1

RHYTHM

s

~I
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7. Rclatio11s/iip of flla/crials.
Within an area, the predominant
material may be brick, stone,
stucco, wood sicling or other
material.

8. Rclatic111sliip of lt.rlHres. The

predominant texture may be
smooth (stucco), rough lbrick
with tooled joints ) , horizontal
wood siding or other textures.

11ATE.~IAL-

/

Bll::IC.K

T f:.)ff URf!=

/

COL.,01'(

/

JQ.Kf;.0 JOINT
F!.f:.D OK .,61Q.Y T~IM

/frlalio1isl,ip of color. The
predominant color may be that
oi a natural material, a
painted one or a patina colon:d
by time. Accent or blending
colors oi trim is also a· factor.

CJ.

lU. l<tlatio11.sliip of arcliitcclura/
dttails. Details may. include
cornices, lintel. arches, quoins,
balustrades, wrought iron work,
chimneys, etc.

11 . Relations/zip of roof slzapes. The majority
of buildings may have gable, mansard, hip,
flat roois or others.

TI lJ U
12. Walls of canli111city.
Physical ingredients
such as brick walls,
wrought iron iences,
evergreen landscape
mas~es, building facades
or comuination of these,
form continuous.
cohesive walls oi
c11closure along the
~trect.

11. Rd11tio11sl1ip of la11dsrapi11q. There may be a
predominance of a
particular quality and
quantity oi landscaping.
This concern is more
with mass and
c•mtinuity.

W A\..L..'=1

t

1...ANO$C1'F7INC,

CONTINUOU?
?-- ,

~

11. Gr<11111d co'l:c:r. There may be a predominance
in th<' me oi brick pavers. coubie stones, granite
blocks, tabby or other materials.

the size of units of
. construction and architectural
<lctail that rd,tte to the
size oi man. Scale is also
determined by building mass
ancl how it relates to open
space. The predominant
element of scale may be brick
or stone unih, windows
or door openings,
porches and
1
balconies. etc.
,

r

C.0Vf:rt\N6

~ND

15. Scale:. Scale is created by

~·
I

mI

y-=i \

UN11'~

or-

e::=J 'r/
_

'5CA\..1:

16. Direclio11al c.rprnsia11 of
/ro11t tltt•nlion . Structural
shape, placement of openings
and architectural details may
gin: a pre-dominantly vertical,
horizontal or non-directional
character to the building's
front £=de.

Vt;K:TICAL-

~Drt'.17. l'Jt<J"(~I
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Development Criteria TUCSON, ARIZONA

D
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E
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Figure 1

NE\'1 STRUCl'URC$ rRJST aE
CONS'lRUCl'ED HO tiIQIER '11IAH 111£
TALLEST BUiillfoG WC.ATED vJITHIN '!'Hi: DLVELOPMf::1-fl' ZON1.:.

N£il S'l1\lJCfURES I iLJST 1·JA.li.J'I'AL4 'fllE
PRL;VAILil~G SET13ACK EXIS'l'WG \vl111Il~ '111.i:
m:v.cWPl·1l:.NT Z01-i.i:..:.

i'bst of Tucson's early buildings were
no rrore than 15 or 20 feet high, exclusive of the roof. Although rrost
were single story structures,
rrodern buildings of
that height can
accorrm:xlate
2 stories.

//

//

Figure 2

Jl.Ll~b'~

These buildings on North I1:yer Street
have no front setback at all - their front
facades are all located on their front
property lines. This effect could be achieveo in a number of ways - a high wall,
a fence , or a dense hedge might be located
on the property line, allowing the building,
itself, to oo set farther back.

El

PROPORTIOi~

TI-it IDfA OF PlZOFORI'IOlJ REFi::RS TO THE REI.ATIOHSiilP B1'1WLLil 'l1E HEIGl:rr Nm WIDI'li OF THE rnmrr ELEVATION
uF A J3UIWL~G. TI.LL tiUIWii~GS SIIOWi~ lH FIGURCS 3 /-\l..f.O 4 ARE ADOlJr TwICE AS i:lIDL AS 'I'HLY /\Rl: l:iIGLLf - A PROPOR'l'IOH OF 2 'l'O 1. 11-ilS PROPOR'i'IW HOWS TRUL fOR l·!Aiff OF THt I3UIWiiJGS IH 'Ytit EL PRESIDIO Ai~D BARRIO LI1..m.E
ARl:.:AS. WH.t.t'\J' i"luST OF 11-ft I3UILDINGS IU A D.CVI:LOPt-!Ll~'T ZOl'f.L; HAVi SI11II.AR PROPORTI0l1S, WHJ\.TEVER TII.l:..'Y MAY BE,
IT WOULD BE DESTRUCfIVE OF ThC CHARI\.Cl'ER OF TIIl:: zm-u: FOR A Nl:.."\v BUiillHSG TO BE CONSTRUCl'ED WHICH HAD VERY
DIFFERUfr PROPO~rIONS.
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Figure 4

Figure 3
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Figure 5
Figure 5 shav,s a group of five buildings which have d.ifferent heights , but which have the sarre proportions,
and one which has different proportions. 'foe odd building represents a new structure which does not relate
well to the others because of its markedly different proportions.
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PATl'LI-<t~/I~lY'I'hI1

~

Ii.I r11U::

RiCU~J'J:' /\L'iDU-IA'1'IOii OF SOLIDS A~li VOIDS (WALL
'i\J ,lfoDOvJS A1ilJ DOJRS) IH '11ft
fi{OdT FJ\Ct\Di: OF A BUiillING
l.STABLISiif:S A PA'l'l'.i:::Rt.J WHICH IS
SiJ·J:]ill BY A PJ.:.:RSOll OBSl::il.VIl~G
Ti~ J3UILDLJG FROH A DISTl\i,rCE.
A p;,_.1~J1~ PASSL.JG BY 'IHE BUIWLJG .t.:J~P.CRI.u'1C:C:S THIS PATYi:RlJ
AS A FHYiliM. BY LJCORPORATldG
!\ Sii llL<\R RHYTIHIC PAl"i'LPj~ L.J
A HbJ BUIWIHG, A SYdPA'l1iLTIC
.i<.i:.LATlOdSEIP B.t1W..:1:i.J Ir£w NJD
Ji...0 ,.!tW riI..: ACiiILVLD.

m\\\\\, \ , \ \ \ \ . \

~ ll:

El ultl.
Figure 7

Figure 6
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ROOF 'l'YPL

11-'.1 IU:LATIOiJSHIP or A iil:'1'1 BUILDING TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS Il'1 ITS DEVELOP;,Ilj,ff ~Odl: Ht\Y l3E STRl::i-JG11:Il:.:'1ill BY Rl:P.l:J\TIHG A ROOF TYPE HHIO-i IS DOl1INAiIT ·1..JITIIIN
TiiL ZOi'-lt.

GABLE
PYRAMIDAL

sum
F1AT

Figure 8

lIIPPE0

. . SURFACL TEXTUIU:

s-rucco

l;il i!OST

OF 'l'ru: BUIWIUGS Hi TUCSOU COW:.i"I'RUCTill Bl.:FORE 1890 WERE
OF MUD ADOBE.:. LJ ALi'10ST /\LL CASi::S, 'l'i-JE ADOBI..: ~-JAS suBS:r;QuL'ffLY
COVERQ ','-IITI i S1UCCO . 'i1fJS , ThE BUILDIHGS SliAR£D Tt.iE COH !Oi~ 1'.tXI'URt
OF TIIEIR STUCCO SURFACES . MAi.JY OF Ti.ii:: HOUSES rn TI-il:.: ARi'-10RY PARK
AIID UNIV.t.:RSI1Y AREAS ARE BlJILT OF BlUCK , '11£1:: TEXTlJRE OF WI-IIOI IS
QUITE DIFF.t:REiIT FROi1 'Tiil\1' OF STUCCO. 'iliE SVI'l'ABILI1Y OF iJEW DI::VEI.,0Pi·1t.:i'~T IN hiY OF 1lIES£ M£AS WOULD BE Ei'.l:!Ai~Cill BY THE VSi: OF BUILDING MATERIALS WHICH POSSESS A TEX'IURE WHICH IS APPROPRIATE :w THE
COIITEXI' OF TI it OTI-iEl\ BUILDIHGS WI'YriIN ITS DEVEWPMCNl' ZONE .
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Figure 9

a:'JI COWR

. . COLOR IS BO'Ui AI INTRIUSIC QUALI'IY OF A BUiillIHG i 11\'.I'ERIAL, SUCH AS STUCCO, BRICK, WOOD, OR l'Ii:.TAL, Alm
1\lJ APPLIED 1'RfATMEi-fl' 1-JliICH COVERS UP THC iJATURAL COLOR OF A 1-lATERIAL. TI-IE EXTERIOR SURFACES OF TUCSON'S
.u\RLY BUIWIUGS Wi.:RE GEJ'-ii:RALl,Y lliFl' vlI'I1iOUl' TI-tl.:.: ADDITIOi",r OF PAINT OR STAIN. Ti!r:; iiATUf'.J\L COLORS OF BRICK'
ilATIV.£ STOl.fi:' AlID mPAINTill STUCCO DOHHJATE I1J 'iliE HISTORIC AREAS DISCUSSED IN IBIS l\EPORr. AI.JY HEW BUILDINGS OR RLi~OV/cr'IOliS SHOULD Ri:SP:;.;C,'1.' 'l11IS TRADITIOH, AS IT IS iWUFESTill IN EACH DEVELOP! !ENT ZOHE •
. . , . SIT£ lJrILIZATIOH

g

THE SPACE BEI"dill·J BUILDTI~GS IS AN fr!PORTANT FACTOR WHICH CONTRIBVfES TO THE CHARACTER OF 'TIIE ENTIRE
GROUP OF i3UILDLIGS . FIGURE 10 SHOWS A BIJJCK FACE Ii~ TIIE UNIVERSI1Y AREA. TI-IE GEHEROUS SIDE YARDS VISUALLY
SEPARATE i::ACii HOUS£ FROi-1 ITS IXIGHBORS. FIGUf<l:: 11 DEPICTS A BLDCK IH AN OLDER PART OF TOW!~ WHERE THE SPACIiJG &Twill~ BUILDIIJGS IS EITI·IT:R Vi.RY HARROW OR NON- EXISTEiIT. A lffiJ BUIWIHG SHOULD OBSERVE TIIE APPROPRIATE
SPACI1JG FOR ITS DLVi:LOPl1ElIT ZOi-JE.
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Figure 10
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figure 11
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P.'I PROJECrIONS

u

BUILDTI'JGS OF TIIE SPANISH-MEXICAN PERIOD, FOR EXI\MPLE,
THE VERDillO HOUSE (Figure 12), USUALl.,Y IIAD NO PROJF.CTIONS BEYOND TI-IE FACP.DE. AS TIIE INFWENCE OF THE: l\NGLO IMMIGRANTS TO
TUCSON WAS FELT, FROHT PORCHES BEGAN TO APPEAR OH RESIDENTIAL
S'.ffiUCTURES (Figure 13). 11-iE DESIGN OF REl·DDI.:Lil~GS AND If.r.."'W ·
BUIWINGS IN AN HISTORIC DISTRICT SIIOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT 'I1It
PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF SUCH PROJECTIONS AS PORCHtS, AWHINGS,
AND OVI:Rlifi,NGS ON OTHER BUILDII~GS WITHIN A DEVEl.DPMi:.NT ZOI{i:.
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Figure 13
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Figure 12
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ARCHIT'.t:CTURAL DL"TAILS

II.ii

REPCTITION OF ARCHITECTURAL D11.'AILS IS Ai-IaI'HER WAY OF ACHIEVDJG AN HARI10NIOUS ill.lATIONSlIIP BEI'WEEN 1-l'E"vJ
1\ND OLD BUILDINGS. BUI', IT IS HOT I1-J'I1.:IIDED THAT THE D1'TAILS OF OLD BUILDINGS BE DUPLICATED WITI-i EXACT PRI:CI. SIOiL RAIBER, THi:.-Y SHOULD Bl: REGARDED AS SUGGESTIVE OF TIE EXTENT Aifil SCALE OF DETAIL TIIAT WOULD BE APPROPRIATE ON A NEW BUIWING OR REMODELING WI'IlIIH A DEVELOPMENT zom:.
-Figure 14
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GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITECTJ]_RAL REVIEW

The historic district ordinance specifies that new construction in the
historic district shculd be architecturally compatible with existing structures. · "New" construction includes new buildings as well as additions
or exterior alterations to ex.istir:g stn.::::tures. The Historic District Gemmission has the function of reviev,;ing applications for new construction
in the district. A set of c;,iesign standards will be useful to the commission
in evaluating architectural appropriateness. These standards must be
comprehensive and as fair as possible. They should be equally applicable
to all good examples of any architectural style so that bias towards one
particular style does not occur. Th:.is, fer example, a nev, building of
modern design which meets the standurds should be acceptable to the
commission.
The following list is or: attempt to informally define three related
groups of guidelines: Basic Zoning Regulations, Architectural Design
Components, and Environmental Relationships. It should be noted that
some discussions of these guidelines will reiterate the descriptions of
map data, since some map data were collected for the expressed purpose
of assisting the Historic District Commission in makir.g objective decisions
based on these guidelines. It is very necessary for commission members
to realize that the more they base their decisions on the data, the less
arbitrary their decisions will appear (a factor which will be especially
important if their decisions are ever appealed).

I.

Basic Zoning Regulations

These regulations are primarily dimensional considerations which are
also addressed, directly or indirectly, in the dimensional requirements of
Tarboro' s Zoning Ordinance. Whereas the zoning regulations are designed
to establish minimum standards for the health, safety, and welfare of the
town's citizens, the Historic District Commission must consider many of
the same factors to determine the visual compatibility of.new construction

or alterations in the historic district. The Commission will not be dealing
so much with predetermined minimums or maximums, but rather their decisions on dimension.al considerations will be based ·on the existing characteristics of a lot's visually relevant environment. Land use, which- of
course is not a dimensional characteristic, must also be considered to
establish a use' s compatibility in the historic district.
Lot Coverage
Lot coverage is the percentage of lot area covered by the primary
structure; building to lot coverage provides an important component of
building spacing by being a measure of the density of developed land
along each block front and on each lot. New construction should have a lot
cover.a ge similar -to those of existing buildings in the area. For example,
compare:
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Setback
Setback is the distance from the edge of the right-of-way to the building
front. Uniformity .of front yard setback establishes a framework of order and
coherence, and insures a strong and continuous streets cape. Consistency of
setback is an especially important unifying factor where building styles vary ·.
For example:
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Height
Building height is the distance frcr~ ·h€' averag e finished grac:ie at its
intersec1:io!'1 with the front of the bu:ldir.q :o the: h ighes~ point of :he building. Ccnsistency cf height ts a~ i,'!'1µ :)::u r:: fac:.:.ir cc:-.tribt.:::i:::;1 to the scale
und charac~er of an area. Bt.:ildiriqs (1t:i':-: different if' r..eig'-it from the predominant pattern of a!.1 area ·. vill di s ri.;;:~ tne. ,1f(·a' s structural relat2c.nes s.
It should be realized thai. the perceived !-:eight frequently differs from ac:ual
height. The perceived heigh: is a pr-.Jduc: cf tr.e number of stories, the
__relationship of height ar.d width, U~e height of porches, and other ·,isual

factors. The actual height depends mn t!"lly on the height of each story and
the pitch of the roof. Beth measuremer~s of r.eight should be considered.
Compare:
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Land Use Type
Land use type should follow that defined in the zoning ordinance for
each area. Uses incompatible with a residential neighborhood should be
avoided, such as off-street parking. It should be noted that certain nonresidential uses which are compatible (such as lawyers' or architects'
offices) may well work to the neighborhood's advantage by ensuring the
upkeep of large homes which most single families would find prohibitively
expensive.
Spacing of Buildings
Spacing refers to the distance between adjacent buildings. Closely
spaE:ed buildings have a strong spatial tensicn, or attraction, between them,

:·~ ()

while buildings distant from each ether have little force of attraction.
Additionally, regular patterns of. spacing convey a sense of order and
cohesion; regularity of rhythm adds strength and continuity to the streetscape for an observer moving along a s:reet. The spacing of buildings
will be affected by the minimum side yard requirements in the zoning
ordinc1ncc. Consider:
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Architectural Design Components

Architectural design components refer to aspects of the design of
each individual building. These components must be compatible within
the building as a unit as well as with the building's surroundings. Design
components help provide a sense of unity and coherence within the historic
area.

Exterior Building Materials and Roofing Materials
The dominant building material of a particular streetscape may be brick
or wood siding, for example; or, the dominant roofing material may be
usbestos shingles or tin. A mixture of materials adds variety to an area,
but a degree of variety which becomes chaotic should be avoided. Ideally,
materials used in new construction should exhibit an affinity with existing
materials in the area. Additionally, some building and roofing materials
(such as artificial brick or stone siding) may be inappropriate for the style
or character of existing buildings; the use of such materials in remodeling
should be discouraged.
Ro0f Form and Pitch in Relation t.o the facade
Roof forms in a given streetscape may-be gable, hip, gambrel, mansard,
or flat, and pitches may vary. Roof forms and pitches sr.ould be in harmony
with _the predominant type in the neighborhood. Consider:
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Shape and Form of the Building
The basic shape and form of the facades of new structures or additions
should be compatible with facade shapes and forms already existing in the
area. Facades with highly unusual or unorthodox shapes and forms may not
be in harmony with existing structures, and they may call undue amounts of
attention to themselves. Similar consideration sh.ould likewise be g:ven to
the shape and form of the building as a whole. Construction of- additions
and appendages should follow the guidelines under "Architectural Design
Components" so that they will respect the •.Jriginal design in the use cf
materials and details, as well as in th'::! shape and form. (However, it must
be recognized that "Victorian" architecture deiighted in unusual shapes and
forms and in asymmetry. Vict~rian houses may have polygonal bays, turrets,
unusual gables, and oddly placed windows. "Unusual" additions to such
structures may be entirely compatible with the original design and may fit
well in the neighborhood, if they are thoughtfully designed.)
Expression 0£ Architectural Detailing
Details such as lintels, cornices, stained glass, foundation materials.
and chimneys give a building or set of buildinqs an identity and a distinctive
character. OldGr buildings ir parti c L!l:ir tcRd to display a very fine lev-el
of detail. New construction shoul d sc (> ].. ; to reflect the level of detail in
an area; blank f.:;r:adcs ir.troduccd into c::n c1rea of detailed buildings will
disrnpt the quality of design.
III. Environmental Relatio_Q.~!...Q.~
These guideEnes refer to t_h e rclat.icr. or each building ln its surrounding environment. Considering the area of a district with its many interrelationships, rather than as a collection of unrelated buildings, is vital.
Guidelines for enviror:mental relationships require such consideration.

~L~SON UNIVERSITY UBRAR1

Orientation cf Buildings to the StreP~
Consideration should be given to the crientation of nev, construction
to the street in relation to existing dor.iinant pattern. For example:
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Sc3le
Scale refers to the size of units of construction and architectural details
in relation to the size of man; the elements of scale may be brick or stone
units, windows or door openings, and porches. Human-scaled units are
most appropriate to a historic district environment, since they are conceived
. in proportion to man. Sea le is also determined by the relationship of the
building mass to open space. A human scale is once again desirable,

creating a sense of liYablc comk,r:: ... nd s -:?c ,.1rit:y. r\:o .'P. ma.-;;j·,•e scaks and
volumes are threa:8r.ir.r, to r.1ar,, si:1:::·e it is diffict.:lt to j.:J.entify ·,vith '.:hem.
Consider:
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trooortion of Wic:_t. h to Heigt2t of Total 8uildinc F3cade
The proportion of width to height of the total building focudc sh,.w ld be
considered in rolation to tht.· proportions of the 1:xisting buildings in the c:.irca
Buildings out of kt:>2ping wHh t;heir s11rrounding,:; wit:h n:(J-3rd to th':'ir prcpcrtions are apt to disrupt th<: rhythm of ~he strect:scapr: and tc call ur.ducamounts of attention to themselves. Consider:
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Surface Textures
Texture effects result from the nature of the materials used, such as the
horizontal regularity of wood siding, or the roughness of bnck with tooled
joints. T2xt •.1re may ~1 lso result fror:i t:-ic rs;Jl:!:ition of arc:-iitectural details,
such as porch bnlustrades. iiew iJuilcings using textured materials or details
arc less obtrusive in old areas of finely-scaled detad .
Proportion of 'Ni d tli to IIeioht of Openings
This oroportic·n of width to height applies to OiJenings within the facade,
such as doors and wincows. In a sequ2nce of !Juilc.ings, the use of similarly
proportioned openings will help establish the relatec:ness 0f structures. Openings which vary s~gr.i:icantl:.r within a given facade, or openings which vary
significantly fror:i that which exists in su.:-rounding ::>uildings, may have a
disr'..lptive effer:t on the character o f a:1 a re a. For e;..:ample:
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Utilization of Regional Architectural Traditions
Use of forms which are especially indigenous to the area, such as
porches or cupolas, should be encouraged in order to enhance the elements
which contribute to the distinctive character of tr.e district. t,..fotif.3 in
de.tailing which ilre prevalent in the district, such as certain stained-glass
forms or types of bracketing, should be retained wherever possible for their
continued contribution to the area's unique qualities.

~;0
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4.1.3

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
Each historic district is unique and,

therefore, each attempt to marry new architecture with old should be regarded differently.
There are, however, several basic design criteria comfTK)n to all works of architecture, be
they old or new, which when analyzed may enable
the designer to successfully blend new architecture into a historic district.

Listed below

in declining order of importance, the following
criteria will be used to analyze the case studies
which follow.
1.

The mass of the buildings (height to
the cornice 1 ine and relation of the set
back to its surroundings),

2.

the color, texture, and materials of
the building,

3.

the scale of the building, and much the
least important,

4.

the style of the building. 15
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New York State Bar Center
Albany, New York (1971)
James Stewart Polshek and Associates
Rather than tear down a row of mid-19th
century townhouses for the building, the
architects saved the facades and the first
30 feet of the old structures and built the
new structures behind the old buildings.

The

new structure, which houses a reception area,
library, offices, and conference rooms for
the state bar association, is linked to the
old buildings, which house executive offices,
by a corridor through one of the old structures.
Mass relationship:

The new work is larger in

volume than the old work saved, but it is
fragmented into 3 simple masses on the
exterior which cascade downward toward
the large simple rectangle of the old
structures.
Color, texture and material relationship:
Major materials used are limestone and
brick which relate to the surrounding

22

residential and governmental building.
The 1 imestone is carried around the
corner and used on the side facade of
the old building to give a material
connection.
Scale relationship:

The 3 stepped elements

were scaled to harmonize with the surrounding residences and not necessarily
to the structures in front of them.
Style relationship:

The new addition has been

described as being

11

semi-brutalistic, 11

while the old structures are typical mid19th century townhouses.

16
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Jehovah's Witnesses Headquarters
Brooklyn Heights, N. Y. (1970)
Ulrich Franzen and Associates, Architects
The final design for this complex cl imaxed a long series of attempts to harmonize
>-

the old with the new.

The first 5 attempts

(by another architect) had been described
as 1.)

11

His tori c, the re fore Georgi an, 11

2.) "Bleak and bland, 11 3.) "Federal variations
on the Grand Concourse style, 11 4.)

11

Berlage

and Richardsonian, 11 and 5.) "Times Square
variations on the new brutalism. 11

Franzen

was called in as a consultant at the request
of the New York Landmarks Commission who be1 ieved that

11

if you want good architecture,

hi re good arch i tee ts. 11
Mass relationship:

The parapet

of the new

building was aligned with that of the
old.
Color, texture and material relationship:
Brick was used that closely resembles
the brick used elsewhere on the street.

24

Scale:

The facade of the new structure was

broken up with 3 "bay window" elements
whicr echo those of the neighboring
buildings and provide a recognizable
element of scale.
Style:

The attempt at a certain "style"

in the 5 earlier designs and the lack
of compromise in the style of the final
design illustrates that style is the
least important of the criteria. l7
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Federal Office Buildings, Lafayette Square
Washington, D. C. (1968)
John Carl Warnecke and Associates, Architects
Two large office buildings were designed
as a backdrop for the square, with one building
on each side.

Warnecke tried to keep the con-

tinuity of the old structures lining the square
by placing the new, larger buildings behind the
old.

The architects believed that bulk and

silhouette were the primary determinants of
fitness.
Mass relationship:

Part of the complex was

designed as a low infill building of the

LJ

same cornice height to maintain the consistent row of facades.

A

I

The large mass

of the new construction was set behind

STOR.

the old.
Color, texture, and material relationship:

-•-:::CJ

Warnecke chose a dark brick harmonious

COURT

in color with the brick of the surrounding

.--.

houses because he believed that darker
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buildings tended to recede and become less
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[
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'

obvious.

The buildings, however, have

been criticized as quite prominent, since
most of the major buildings in Washington

II•!

are light-colored.
Scale relationship:

The buildings have been

er it i c i zed as ''sea 1e 1ess'' because co 1ored
mortar was used with counteracts the
scale of the brick, making the buildings
appear monolithic.
Style relationship:

The buildings have been

criticized as having an "empty character"
because they are too large to settle into
the background without a character of
•

t he1r own .

18
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American Institute of Architects Headquarters
Washington, D. C. (1973)
The Architects Collaborative, Architects
The architects' solution was to create a

The curved facade eliminate,
the appearance of separate
wings or a central corner,
and stresse4i the continuity
and tlow of the building
around the garden from
The terrace cutbJ, k
on the seventh lk,c.v

backdrop building so that the historic Octagon
House at the focus of the triangular site could

one street to the othc-r.

The diagonal masses. elements
and lines of force v1suJllv

oi the headqua_.. "'" "'""
reduces the app,m,nl
height from the g,rdt>n
facade to six stories.

/

dominate the complex.

li nk the headquarter,
building to the Octagon .

~,,,.,. /

_7 / /

Mass relationship:

By partially rece,,ing the
street facade of the
headquJrters building, the
block long ma ss oi adjoining
~ facades is interrupted ,md
the building in ,ts special

setting is thus distinguished
from its neighbor,. The stair
towers have been designed to
relate to the geometry and
massing oi the Octagon while

9

The pro1ect1ng e lements of
the board room and executive

T~ old garden wall~ Of me
Octagon were rebuilt
to link the Oct.1gon with

mass bu t are subordin,He
in height and size.

The recess at the third story
lightens the appMent m,w;

of the office rloors thus

the New York ""~""' e,itrance,

ameliorating and renderrng
more sympdthetic the s,calt:'

and the old ,mokehou>e
at the 18th street entrance
form zones oi tr,1n....it,on
from these streets. to the ~a ~ !en.

to maximum height allowable (90 ft.) to
block out adjoining buildings and form a
continuous backdrop for the older structure.

The diagonal masses of the old

the corner.

suite recall the Octagon

the new headquarter, building
and enclo,e the garden.
The return of the "' all
~

at the same time turning

The building was designed

relationships between the
headquarters building
and the OctaKon.

building are linked to the corresponding
diagonal masses of the new building.
Color, texture, and material relationship:
The original brick walls of the Octagon

-----.--

r_·

~

-~

-;EN~;,.i

House garden have been extended and refurbished.

Brick paving, similar in color

TENANT 1
~_NANT I

to that of the Octagon House, has been

TENANT
STAFF

CONF
RAMP 1

Pl:).Rt<ING
~

used on the connecting plaza and extended
into the new building to integrate the old
spaces and materials with the new.
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Scale relationship:

As much space as possible

was given to the Octagon House and its
garden to create a successful scale relationship between the old and the new.
E1ements of the new bu i l.d~'.ng which were
smaller in scale than the Octagon House
have been emphasized for contrast and
balance.

The top floor of the building

was set back so that from all vantage
points close to the building, there appear
to be 6 rather than 7 floors to the
bu i 1ding.
Style relationship:

The competition program for

the project demanded "a building of special
architectural significance, establishing a
symbol of the creative genius of our time,
yet complementary, protecting, and preserving a cherished symbol of another time, the
Octagon House.'' 19

)
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4.1.4

SYNTHESIS
Recognizing the historic context in which

this project will be placed, certain goals and
objectives have been defined:
Massing Relationship
-The complex must and should conform to
the height limitation of 50 feet as suggested by the City of Charleston Zoning
Ordinances.
-The complex should be located as close to
the property line as possible in order to
maintain the dense vertical massing which,
is predominant in the surrounding area.
Color, Texture, and Material Relationship:
-The complex should acknowledge the color,
texture and materials found in the surrounding area (mainly brick and stucco)
and void any conflicts with the existing.
Scale Relationship:
-The complex should recognize the vertical
and horizontal dimensional qualities of
the neighboring buildings and attempt to
maintain this scale and proportion.
-The complex should recognize the urban
street scale surrounding the site and be
located in such a manner as to strengthen
this scale around the given site.

30

-The complex should emphasize the street
scale rather than the unit scale and
take into consideration what is across
the street.
General:
-The complex should recognize the historic
wharves which have evolved into streets
and the views down these streets to the
water.
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PRIOLEAU STREET

buildable site boundary:
- no setback required by
zoning ordinance
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HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
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spacing between buildings

property with buildings of
exceptional architectural
design quality which should
be preserved at all costs

height to cornice

intermediate
levels

orizontal proporl n~

---.

key : historic analysis
primary
secondary
_____ parapeT _____ ,:;;, --------------- - - --
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location of 17th-18th century
wharves

J
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l

property with buildings of
good architectural design
quality which should be
preserved

I

D
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property which may have
little architectural significance
but which are in scale witn
the neighborhood
property which can be developed to further architectural or historical objectives
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4.2.0 PARKING FACILITY ANALYSIS
The most critical auxilliary use to the
development of the Maritime Office Center,
according to the marketability and feasibility
study conducted by the S.P.A., was that of
employee and customer parking.

This, along

with the fact that the actual building site
and the general study area are both presently
overcrowded with cars, is the reason why this
section will analyze in general the various
solutions to urban parking problems.
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4.2.1

Theory
The following considerations concerning

the accommodation of automobiles in urban areas
are based on the assumption that, with the high
degree of car ownership in the U.S. today, it
will no longer be possible for the motorist to
leave his car anywhere at the curb in urban
areas.
H

T
'
J:

This assumption can be further illus-

trated graphically (see drawing).

Assuming an

average of one car for every 350 sq. ft. of
office floor area, the amount of space necessary
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for parking at ground level would cover an area
that could easily accommodate another office
building.

This area comparison clearly shows

that parking in urban areas can only be accomrno20
f ac1. l .1t1es.
.
.
d ate d .1n mu l ti-story

The parking facility, besides performing
its role as a reservoir for stationary automobiles, has another function within the urban
area--that of a mediator between the motorist
and the pedestrian.

While in an automobile, the
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motorist's world is governed by the laws of
dynamics, and he requires facilities designed
for high speed motion.

But, as soon as he

leaves his automobile, he becomes a pedestrian, and his world is governed by laws of
statics.

His main concerns now are congenial

and safe surroundings and a place where he
an unbend and relax.

21

In many urban areas, however, urban
pedestrian areas have h~d to yield to facilities
for the motorist.

Parking facilities, however,

if properly designed, can help to solve this
problem by serving as a transition zone between
the world of the motorist and the world of the
pedestrian.

These facilities should be well

1 it and provide safe and easy orientation for
motorists as well as pedestrians.

Motorists,

once they leave their cars, should not have to
walk extremely long distances to elevators or
stairs, and walkways should be clearly marked
with paint along the pedestrian aisles.

Outside,
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the entrances and exits to the parking
facility should be located so as to minimize the conflict between pedestrians and
motorists.

In many facilities, the ground

floor is devoted to display or merchandising
purposes to further the transition between

.
.
22
motorists
an d pe destraans.
4.2.2

CITY RELATIONSHIPS
In the areas where parking demands are

greatest, the downtowns · of major urban areas,
economics usually demand that real estate be
set aside for more important uses, such as
for offices, apartments, or retail businesses.
Past examples have shown, however, that if
these urban areas are to survive, automobiles
must be accommodated to a certain degree and
these automobiles must be able to come to
rest.

"In cities of the future, parking

structures will therefore be just as important
as the facilities for moving traffic. 1123
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It is no longer a question of whether
parking facilities should be built, but how
they can be built to better co-exist with
existing urban environments.

Several things

can be done to better integrate these parking facilities with the urban environment.
First, parking facilities should be located
so that they compliment the existing or
proposed traffic arteries.
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COl\ttMERCIAL HE.VITALIZATION PROGRAM
City of Charleston

These existing street

tional flow inside the garage.

Secondly, as

stated previously, parking facilities should
be related to pedestrian zones and open spaces. 24
And lastly, since parking garages must be loca-

barton-aschrnan associates, inc.

ted in urban areas on valuable pieces of real
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estate, thought should be given to using
part of the parking facility for more economical uses, such as apartments, offices,
or retail businesses which can return a
higher revenue.

To this end, parking

facilities have been built with these
types of uses located both above and be2
low the parking decks. 5

4.2.3

TYPES OF PARKING GARAGES
Basically, a parking garage is a fairly

simple building with only a few components:
decks, columns, balustrades, ramps or 1 ifts
for cars, and stairs and elevators for people.
These different components, however, have
been combined in a variety of ways so that
several different types of garages have evolved. 26
The four types of garages are:
Straight ramps (between full-level floors):
Straight ramps are the easiest for the
motorist to negotiate.

When ramps are

placed along the side of the parking
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decks, the layout becomes clear and
easy to follow.

Automobiles can

enter and exit easily from this type
of garage.
Straight ramps (between split-level floors):
This type of garage is more economical
in space than ramps between full-level
floors.

The ramps are located within

the garage and may be of steeper grade.
Garages with only one set of staggered
floors provide easier orientation for
motorists than garages with more than
one set of staggered floors.
Helical ramps:

For this type of garage,

the

ramps must not give the impression of
steepness and must be well 1 it and oriented so that the lane can be recognized
far ahead.

Helical ramps may be used up

to heights of 10 levels.
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Ramped floors:

When the actual floors of

the garage are sloped at approximately

5 to 6%, the motorist hardly notices
the slope, and this type of garage
becomes one of the optimum solutions
to the parking garage.

One way traf-

fic is easy to achieve.

This solution

is very efficient as ramp space and
parking space are one in the same.
With ramped floor garages, however,
problems arise in trying to relate the

'
exterior to surroundings, as the incline
of the ramps will always contrast with
the horizontal and vertical orientation
of adjacent buildings.

4.2.4

2

7

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In the design of parking facilities, there

are certain basic concepts which have become
standard.
1.)

11

A parking deck should be built with

clear span construction. 11

This means
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that the parking deck should span 50
to 56 feet between supports, perpendicular to the flow of traffic.

Although

clear-span construction may result in
a 15% higher construction cost in most
designs, it is advisable in parking
garages for 2 reasons:

1.) flexibility -

if automobile dimensions change drastically, then stall sizes and parking
angles can easily be changed to coincide
with these new dimensions; 2.) safety cars are less likely to hit columns
which are spaced further apart.
2.)

"Parking stalls should be laid out at an
angle between 45 and 60 degrees. 11

In

this range of angular parking, motorist
can usually park an automobile with one
maneuver rather than the 2 or three
maneu.vers it usually takes with 90 degree
parking.
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3.)

"Decks should be laid out with a clearly
defined one way traffic flow. 11

With

this type of system, if a motorist follows the defined traffic flow, he can
then find the first space without having
to choose which aisle to take.

This

type of circulation system should not be
used with garages of more than 500 or
600 cars.
4.)

11

A parking deck should have some sort of

express exit ramp. 11

A motorist should

not have to pass 500 to 600 spaces in
order to exit a garage.

5.)

11

The elevators should be situated as

close as possible to the customer's
destination."

In small garages, where

walking distances will not exceed approximately 300 ft., elevators should
be located in relation to the traffic
generator.

The reason for this is that

walking distances inside a garage seem
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much less than the walking distance from
the elevator to the destination once outside the garage.

The number of elevators

depends on the number of parking spaces
in the garage, with 1 elevator for 250
cars an average f .1gure. 28
4.2.5 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
The following case studies were selected
to illustrate the various types of parking
facilities.

When possible, garages were

selected which were located in historic
areas of the city.
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Zubl in Multi-Story Car Park
Stuttgart, Germany (1961)
Heinz Moritz, Architect
Type: Ramped floor garage
Capacity: 570 cars
Pedestrian relationship:

Since the main ver-

tical circulation elements are located
in the center of the garage, pedestrians
must cross traffic inside the garage to
exit.
Traffic flow:

One way flow.

Relation to Streets:

Short spur roads con-

nect the garage to major arteries.
Entrance and exit is at centrally located control point.
Auxill iary uses:

Service station is located

in front of structure.
Construction:

The structure is formed by two

rows of two columned cantilevered reinforced concrete frames.

The column

spacing is 18 feet with a span of 33
feet plus an 11 foot cantilever. 29
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Victor Hugo Parking Garage
Toulouse, France (1958)
Cabinet Genard, Architects
Type: Helical ramp garage
Capacity: 650 cars
Pedestrian relationship:

Pedestrian access is

located at each end of the structure and
opens onto the side streets of the block.
Traffic flow:

On each floor one of the heli-

cals ramps is for going up while the
other is for going down.

Parking stalls

are laid out to encourage one way flow.
Relation to streets:

The entrances and exits

are adapted to the one-way traffic on
the streets which flank the garage.
Auxilliary uses:

A market hall occupies the

entire ground floor with a mezzanine
r

floor above used for offices and
restaurants.
Construction:

The reinforced concrete columns

are spaced on a 19 ft. - 6 in. module. 30
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Grottenau Parking Garage
Augsburg, Germany (1957)
Gerd Wiegard and Heinrich Hanusch, Architects
Type: Straight ramps between staggered floors
(split level type)
Capacity: 330 cars
Pedestrian relationship:

Since the garage was

located in the center of a historic city
block, new pedestrian passageways were
cut through the block to link the garage
with other parts of the city.
Traffic flow:
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Construction:

The cantilevered reinforced

concrete frames are on a 24 ft.-7 11 by
28 ft-10 in. module.

The intervals

between these frames are spanned by
ribbed floors. 31
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Parking Garage for Farmer's Trading Company
Auckland, New Zealand (1955)
McKay, Gerbic, and Partners, Architects
Type: Straight ramp between full-story floors
Capacity: 550 cars
Pedestrian relationship:

The stairs are

located in the center of the garage.
There is a pedestrian bridge across a
street which connects the garage to a
department store.

There is, however,

no direct link between the stairs and
the bridge.
Traffic flow:

One way traffic-loop.

Relation to Streets:
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Entrance is from one

major street at mid-level while exit is

n
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to the same street but on the opposite
side of the garage from entrance.

Auxill iary uses:

The lowest level contains

a service station.
Construction:

Structural grid of 34 ft. by

34 ft. with a 13 ft.-9 in. cantilever
on eac h s1.d e. 32
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4.2.6 SYNTHESIS
The parking requirements for the Maritime
Office Center (approximately 500-600 cars) will
necessitate that a multi-story structure be
included as part of this complex.

The most

important considerations, outside the normal
design requirements for this type of structure,
will be concerned with design relationships:
the relation of the parking facility to:
1.)

the existing surrounding buildings,

2.)

the existing and proposed pedestrian

ways, 3.)

the existing and proposed traffic

arteries, and 4.)

the proposed office building.

Several different locations for the parking
structure will be analyzed in terms of these

4 relationships.
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Location A (property not owned by S.P.A.):
1.)

Relationship to surrounding buildings:
With this location, the parking facility
would relate directly to the Broad
Street generator and indirectly to the
surrounding office buildings and
restaurants.

This location would be

the most distant from the S.P.A. headquarters building.
2.)

Relationship to pedestrian ways:

Assum-

ing that entrances and exits can be provided off of East Bay and Concord Streets,
then either North Atlantic or Mid-Atlantic
Wharf could become pedestrian 1 inks to
the Broad Street generator.

3.)

Relationship to existing and proposed
traffic arteries:

Entrances and exits

could be accomplished directly off of
East Bay and Concord Streets, both
major arteries.
4.)

Relationship to proposed office building:
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With the parking facility located on
additionally acquired property, the
office building, as proposed, would not
completely occupy the rest of the S.P.A.
owned building site.

This would allow

the proposed office building to be located
at the northern end of the site or directly adjacent to the parking facility with
the remaining land put to another purpose.
Location B:
1.)

Relationship to surrounding buildings:
With this location, the parking facility
would relate more directly to the Broad
Street generator than to the S.P.A.
headquarters building.

It would still

relate to the surrounding offices and
restaurants also.
2.)

Relationship to pedestrian ways:
North Atlantic Wharf, which is the
existing major pedestrian way to
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Broad Street, or middle Atlantic Wharf,
which is tree shaded and intimately
scaled, could be converted into pedestrian ways.

3.)

Relationship to existing and proposed
traffic arteries:

Concord Street and

Prioleau Street would have to serve as
the major arteries feeding the garage
as both North Atlant·ic and Mid-Atlantic
Wharves would be too narrow for major
automobile traffic.

4.)

Relationship to proposed office building:
This location of the parking facility
would require that the office building
be located at the northern end of the
S.P.A. owned building site.

Location C:
1.)

Relationship to ·surrounding buildings:
With this location, the parking facility
would still relate to the S.P.A. headquarters building to a large degree, but
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it would also now relate more to the
surrounding office buildings and
restaurants.
2.)

Relationship to pedestrian ways:
Gendron and/or Cordes Streets, both
narrow, pedestrian-scaled streets, could
be converted into pedestrian ways to
link the parking facility to East Bay
Street and the Broad Street generator.

3.)

Relationship to existing and proposed
traffic arteries:

Entrances and exits

to and from Vendue Range at the midpoint of the block or from Concord or
Prioleau Streets would all be possible
with this location.
4.)

Relationship to proposed office building:
With this parking garage location, the
proposed office building would be located at the southern end of the S.P.A.
owned building site, and the office
building would therefore relate more
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directly to the Broad Street office
center than to the S.P.A. headquarters
building.
Location D:
1.)

Relationship to surrounding buildings:
With this location, on the S.P.A. headquarters building parking lot, the parking
structure would relate directly to the
headquarters building across Concord
Street and to office buildings in the
immediate surrounding area.

This would

be the best location from the "historic
context" point of view, as the facility
would be hidden behind existing historic
structures to the south and west.

It

would face the contemporarily-designed
S.P.A. headquarters building on the
east and non-historic office buildings
on the north.
2.)

Relationship to pedestrian ways:
A human-scaled pedestrian link could be
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created between the existing historic
buildings to connect the parking facility
to the actual building site.
3.)

Relationship to existing and proposed
traffic arteries:

Entrances and exits

to and from the garage would be provided
from Concord Street and East Bay Street,
both major arteries north of the site area.
4.)

Relationship to proposed office building:
With the parking facility located here,
the office building would have to be
located at the extreme northern end of
the building site.
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4.3.0

OFFICE BUILDING ANALYSIS
As the market studies have indicated,

there is a large demand for general and maritime office space in the city of Charleston.
The purpose of this project is to design an
office building to meet this demand, and for
this reason, this section will deal with the
design and planning of office buildings in
general.
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4.3.1

THEORY
The one feature which differentiates a

modern office building from any other type
of architecture is the use to which it is
put.

The modern office building is the

ultimate symbol of the machine age--a building built as planning and administrative
center for a machine society in which machines
play an insignificant role.

11

For that is the

most important fact about modern office
buildings:

They are the largest and most

complex structures ever built solely for
human beings and to answer human needs.•.3 3
The human element must be predominant in
office building design because office functions
are carried out primarily by people rather than
by machines.

The needs and requirements of

office buildings vary even more than those of
a factory because a business office does not
have the assembly-line work flow of a factory.
For this reason, an office building must be
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broken down into separate work units which
must eventually come together into a cohesive
whole.

It must also be flexible enough to

encompass the widely varying groupings and
needs of the people who work in it.
In the years after World War I I, the
office building underwent a major change as
businesses grew and their organizations became more and more complex.

Not only was

more space required, but also more individualized design and layout of that space.
The large, open plan, flexible office space
has become widely accepted, and new factors
must be considered by the designer.

Designers

must consider the fact that office workers,
much more so than factory workers, must have
a sense of identity with their organization
in order to do their best possible work.

The

designers, therefore, must realize that each
office worker is an individual, and the office
environment must stress the importance of the
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individual qualities of the worker.

Since

offices have increased in size and complexity, designers must strive to develop
a human scale to prevent the individual
from becoming submerged in a great mass of
fellow workers. 34
4.3.2

SITE RELATIONSHIPS
There are certain site considerations

which must be included in the design of an
office building on an urban site.

The first

of these considerations deals with size.
Obviously, the site must be large enough to
accorrmodate the proposed structure and any
preplanned wings or additions to the structure.
In addition to the actual building requirements, space for automobile parking and site
landscaping should be considered in the size
of the office building site.
Another important consideration deals
with the site 1 s relationship to services such
as banking, shopping, and public transportation.
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These should be nearby and easily accessible.
Access to power, steam, gas, plumbing and
sewerage, and telephone services should also
be available.
The area surrounding the site should
also offer certain amenities.

The office

building should be located in an area where
land use is compatible with the office
building development and the area should show
promise for the future.

The site should not,

if possible, be bordered by structures which
will 1 imit the amount of natural light available to the offices.

If pleasant views or

vistas are avilable from the site, they should
be considered in the location of offices with.1n t he bu1"ld"1ng. 35

4.3.3

FUNCTION AND FORM
In the development of office buildings,

certain types of floor plans and vertical
functional compositions have evolved for
office buildings.

As early as the end of the
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19th Century, Louis Sullivan devised a 3-fold

I

I

I

division in the vertical arrangement of multistory office buildings.

I I II IIII I
I I I I I I I I I
IIIIIIIII

In his concept, the

ground floor was reserved as a zone for large
rooms or halls for public purposes.

The next

zone started above this ground floor level
and consisted of several floors of offices
with more closely spaced columns.

The upper-

most zone, at the top of the building, was

11

11

11

set aside for the mechanical equipment necessary for the building.

This concept, although

modified over the years, has proved to be very
sound, since it was based on a correct analysis
of the actual conditions.
With rented office buildings located in
the business center of a city, the use of the
ground floor for shops, banks, and etc ... is
logical.

With this use, the ground floor will

differ functionally as well as structurally
from the office floors above.

If the top floor

is recessed or set aside for residential pur-
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poses, then Sullivan's 3-part vertical division will still be obtained.

Even when

shops are not located on the lower level, it
is usually differentiated from the upper
levels of offices to give it an impressive
appearance or so that it can be used for display purposes. 36

4.3.4 OFFICE BUILDING COMPONENTS
Private offices are necessary for reasons of
security, visitor traffic, and the nature
of the work.

They are needed to provide

privacy for confidential conversations and
should only be large enough for the occupant to conduct his everyday affairs with
a reasonable amount of dignity.

They

should be no smaller than 100 sq. ft. and
no larger than 300 sq. ft.
Semi-private offices are used when it is necessary to house members of a work team or
other groups of employees assigned to a
common task.

This type of office is assigned
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to 2 or more people and can be enclosed
by ceiling height, 3/4 height, or banktype partitions.

They should be no

smaller than 300 sq. ft. and no larger
than 400 sq. ft.
General or open plan offices are large open
spaces which include room for employees,
supervisors, furnishing, equipment, and
circulation space.

The advantages to

this type of layout include more flexibility, more efficient space utilization,
better office communications, better
lighting and ventilation, better flow of
work, better supervision of employees,
and elimination of partition costs.

This

type of space should be sub-divided if it
is for more than 50 people.
Conference rooms designed specifically for conferences, assemblies, and meetings, should
be provided so that the large private offices do not have to serve for that purpose.
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They should be centrally located within
the interior sections of the office building to prevent distraction and the need for
window coverings during visual presentations.
They should be accessible from corridors or
through reception areas.

Conference rooms

should be designed for average attendance
and not maximum attendance (in which case
chairs can be used to provide additional
seating.)
Circulation aisles should serve only for ingress
and egress requirements and should be sized
according to the amount of traffic each
aisle must carry.

Main aisles from heavy

traffic areas which lead to exits should
be approximately 5 ft. wide, moderate
traffic aisles should be approximately 4 ft.
wide, while aisles between rows of desks
should be approximately 3 ft.

Circulation

in elevator lobbies should be 6 to 9 ft.
wide if elevators are on one side only;
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10 to 12 ft. if elevators are on both
sides.

Main building corridors are

usually 5 to 6 ft. wide, wider if very
long, narrower if very short.
Lobby or reception space should be carefully
designed since it is the visitor's first
impression of an office building.

It

should be aesthetically pleasing, easily
maintained,

11

professional-looking, 11 and

most importantly, large enough to accommodate expected visitor traffic.

Approxi-

mately 10 sq. ft. of lobby or reception
space per expected visitor should be prod
VI"d e.
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Building core must contain basic office services which are either required by law,
necessary for the building to function,
or included as a convenience.
1 .)

Building stairs function primarily

in carrying traffic between 2 adjoining
floors.

They should be easily accessible
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and no more than 100 to 150 ft. apart
in order to establish convenient traffic
patterns.
2.)

•

Fire stairs, exits, vestibules,

hoses, extinguishers, and shafts must be
included in any office building layout and
approved by the local building inspector.

3.)

Toilets, and in some cases powder

rooms for women, as well as plumbing space
and ventilation shafts should always be
located in the building service core.

4.)

Elevators must be provided to supple-

ment stairways and transport the handicapped.

5.)

Janitor's closets are necessary to

house the janitor's mops, pails, cleaning
machinery, supplies and clothing.

They

should also include a utility sink and
space for storage of paper towels, soaps,
toilet tissues, etc ...
6.)

Freight elevators should be located

either near the passenger elevators or
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near the loading platform.

In small

office buildings, passenger elevators
may serve as freight elevators in the
early morning or evening hours.3 8
4.3.5

PLAN CONFIGURATIONS
The plan arrangement of an office build-

ing should be based on 2 factors:

1.) the

location of the core, and 2.) how the various
components of building are reached once one
leaves the core.
Core location:
Central (interior) location of the core has
several advantages.

First, all the ex-

terior window space can be utilized for
naturally lit rented offices, which depending on the plan configuration, can
vary in depth.

Centrally located cores

also provide convenient access to all parts
of the building for both people and
utilities.

This arrangement also allows

for flexible tenant distribution and sim-
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plifies the division of the floor area.
When used with a square building plan,
with exterior bearing and the core as
supports, extremely flexible, columnfree office space can result.

The

major disadvantage to this location is
that floor-area-consuming circulation
space must be provided around the perimeter of the core.
Off-center (interior) core locations also
offer the advantage of all building window space being used for rental offices.
It provides more flexibility in the
depth of office space, however, than a
centrally-located core since large open
spaces can be accommodated on one side
of the core while private offices are
placed on the opposite side.

The major

disadvantage to this core location is the
problem of access.

Since the core is

off-center, long corridors will be necessary
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to reach extreme offices on multiple
tenant floors.

The corridor surrounding

the core is also still required.
Split (interior) cores do not require a peripheral corridor surrounding the core since
access is from between the split core elements and from the areas around the edge
of the core.

With this arrangement, the

area immediately adjacent to the core on
upper levels can be used for offices
rather than circulation space, while on
the lowest level, this space can be used
for a lobby or reception area.
Exterior core locations provide maximum use
and flexibility on office floors in
rented buildings.

With this arrangement,

the core does not complicate the floor
plan structurally or functionally.

The

exterior-located core can be used as a
transition element between a building of
another scale or as a buffer between the
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office block and an objectionable
neighboring structure.

The major dis-

advantage to this type of layout is
that with multiple tenant floors, long
corridors will be necessary.39
Access to Offices:
The single-zone layout is based on the
principle of one zone of offices located
along one side of a corridor.

This is the

least economical type of system and is used
primarily in buildings such as schools where
the requirements of hygiene are more important than economic considerations.
The ~ouble-zone layout is the typical
solution for medium-sized office buildings.
It is twice as economical as the single zone
layout because offices are located on both
sides of a central corridor.

Offices located

along this corridor should be oriented with
east-west exposure for the best light.

Access

to the central corridor in a double zone layout
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can be provided from a main or secondary staircase, a centrally-located utility core, two
utility cores of equal importance, or one
central utility core in a connecting unit of
the building.

In each case, the core is loca-

ted within the office zone.
Triple zone layouts are used primarily in
high office buildings.

Double zone layouts are

not used in this situation because as the height
of the building increases, so do the space requirements for the core, and too much of the
office is taken up by the core.

For this reason,

triple zone arrangements have evolved in which
all the circulation and sanitary requirements
are located in a central zone, flanked by a
corridor on each side which serves offices
located along the exterior of the building.
This type of system is not advised for low
structures since the utility requirements of a
low building will not fill up the central core
space.
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In open plan layouts, access to the
work area is provided directly from the core
itself.

Private offices located in primarily

open plan layouts are accessible from the
open work area.

4.3.6
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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MODULAR DIMENSIONING
The office building layout is determined

by a dimensional modular unit which is based
f"11. 9 P11nnin1 aoclule for layout of 11ne11I office

on the amount of space required for an indi-

spac:1.

vidual who is seated in a chair at a desk.
IIWINDOWS
4 WINDOWS

ZO-Z.5°
1•-2.0'

In open plan offices, this module is
about 5 ft. by 6 ft.

Since this dimension

3 WINDOWS 12."'15'

t w1N0Gw1

I

of 5 ft. can also be used for aisle layout,

I

1-10

Fig. 10 PriYate office widths ui119 1 11odul1 of 4 to
5 ft widl continuous windOW1.

the module can be used to form a grid for the
layout of the entire office building.
In a private office layout, the determining

MAXIMUM

11:-1&'

~MINl-~UM

factors are the minimum practical space require-

~

ments for an office within the module of the
(a)

One-window offic~

~

(b)
Fig. 11

MAXIMUM

20 - zs '

MINIMUM

12. .. 111 ° ~

Two-window office
Priwate office widths using 1 11oclule of 4 to 5

exterior wall and window design.

A module of

4 to 5 ft. works well with this type of layout
since 2 modules (8 to 10 ft.) would be enough
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for a small office.

Several other office

arrangements can be arrived at with multiples
of this module.

If the exterior wall consists

of only windows with the mullions worked into
a module, the layout is confined to multiples
of the module.

If, however, the exterior wall

consists of windows alternating with wall sections, then the module may vary and different
width offices are possible.
The planning module and the exterior wall
module must take into account the structural
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If these modules

are the same, then the modular unit adjacent
to the column will be smaller than those between the columns.

If all the modular units are

.. --.1-

D

•
+-4
o-----it

(d)

D

module or the column spacing.

D

kept the same, then the planning module is
interrupted by the column width.

If the columns

are set inside walls, then the exterior wall
module stays the same, but the column located

Note: all plans drawn with outside
at bottom

here will limit the flexibility of private

f"ie. 12 Relation al plannine module and wen •odule
ID column spacin1 and location.

office layout.

And lastly, if the column is
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placed outside the exterior wall, then there
is no conflict with the planning or wall
module.
The structural module used in office
buildings is usually about 25 ft., center to
center.

Recent trends, however, have increased

this module to approximately 30 to 35 ft. so
that these modules are not uncommon.

Since

interior flexibility is of such importance in
office building design, some structures have
been built with clear spans of 60 to 70 ft.
41
.1n or d er toe 1·1m1nate
.
·
a 11 .1nter1or
co l umns.

4.3.7

FLEXIBILITY
The office building, probably more than

any other type of building, must be designed
as a dynamic building which can be adapted to
interior change.

The number of personnel, the

type of equipment they require, and the organizational set up of an office building may change
drastically over a period of time.

The office

building, therefore, must allow for extreme

-

-74

flexibility within its walls if it is to
answer the needs of modern day office requirements.
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The solution to the problem of flexibility
in office building layouts may be found with
movable partitions which separate offices on
each floor.

The use of movable partitions is

more expensive than standard, fixed, plasterboard construction, but this is the only way
to accommodate room changes because of expansion, contraction, or re-organization of office
activities.

Partitions may be made from wood,

sheet steel, or 1 ight metal and they are attached to ceilings and floors by spring locking
action or by bolts.
Adequate sound insulation must be considered
in the choice of these movable partitions.

An

insulation value of at least 40 decibels should
be provided.

Rooms with very different noise

levels (such as a typing room or an executive
office) should not be located adjacent to each
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other when movable partiitons are used.
In open plan layouts, it is advisable that
all noise producing equipment be located
in one, separate room.

4.3.8

EFFICIENCY
The efficiency of an office building is

determined by a ratio of rentable area to
total area.

The 1975 Office Building

Experience Exchange Report states that:
"The Net Rentable Area of a multiple
tenancy floor, whether above or below grade,
shall be the sum of al 1 rentable areas on
that floor.
The rentable area of an office on a
multiple tenancy floor shall be computed
by measuring to the inside finish of permanent outer building walls, or to the glass
line, if at least 50% of the outer building
wall is glass, to the office side of corridors
and/or other permanent partitions that separate the premises from adjoining rental areas.
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No deduction shall be made for columns
and projections necessary to the building. 1144
The non-rentable area of an office floor
consists of elevators, stairs, toilets, and
lobbies associated with these areas, corridors,
janitor closets, and pipe and duct shafts.
The average efficiency of an office building is about 70% while the maximum possible is
about 85%.
4.3.9

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
The following case studies were chosen

to illustrate the various types of office layouts.

It must be realized that many of these

office buildings are of a different scale than
the Maritime Office Center.
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Mile High Center
Denver, Colorado (1955)
I. M. Pei and Associates, Architects
Type: Open plan layout

. --~------- I~

The only purpose for this office building is to provide rental office space.

!

~

8.
Q

9
9

•

•

•

•

•

•j

factors, therefore, dominate the layout of

1

the building.

c:=:=J

•

•

First, all circulation ele-

ments are located in the center of the building so that it functions as a public thoroughfare.

Secondly, a high utilization factor

results in 91 % rentable use of lower floors
and 93 % on upper floors.

'9

rtJ1iJjJJ J-+J
lJ

-~ -

127

,.,,

467. Pion o.f a typical upper floor. Scale 1 : 500.

Two

The utility core is

offset in plan which makes possible small
private offices on one side of the core and
large open plan space on the opposite side
.

o f t he core.
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Chase Manhattan Bank Building
New York, New York (1960)
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Architects
Type: Triple-zone layout
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This allows for a large degree of flexibility
in the office arrangements.

Both open layout

offices and small private offices with space
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Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare Building
Mexico (1953)
Vazquez and Mijares, Architects
Type: Single-zone layout
The main circulation elements in this

•
•
•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• •
•

•

this particular building, the single-zone

•

•

layout, which is usually the least economical,

•

•

•

•

-0,

•

• • •

43. A typical floor . Scale 1 : 600.
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•

is made somewhat more economical by using

•

•
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In

•

:1
•

Secondary stairs

•

•

• •

junction of the two wings.

are located at the end of both wings.

•

• •

7 story office building are located at the

• •

•

•

large deep offices (over 30 ft. deep) on wide
hallways.

This type of layout requires a

large amount of artificial lighting and air

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

. .
•
.
con d 1t1on1ng
equipment
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0 l i vet ti Bui l ding
Milan, Italy (1954)
Bernasconi, Fiocchi, and Mizzoli
Type: Double-zone layout

------------

550. Plan of a typical upper floor. Scale 1 : 500 .

-1

With this double-zone layout, access is

____ ___..._

.

.

II

e

from a main utility core at one end of the
building which is connected by a corridor to
a secondary utility core at the opposite end.
The minor utility core is located within the
office zone while the major utility core is
located at the end of the office zone.

Mov-

able partitions provide flexibility within
the office zone.

This is the typical arrange-

ment for a medium sized office building.

·- - --.
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4.3. 10

SYNTHESIS

The following goals and objectives relate
specifically to the conditions established by
the Maritime Office Center:
Human considerations:
-The office building should be laid out
by the location of the core and offices
to allow for a variety of spaces and
office types so that the individual will
not become submerged in a mass of fellow
workers.
Site considerations:
-The office building should be located on
the site in such a manner that the spaces
between and around the proposed and existing buildings can be useful and attrac- tively landscaped.
-The office building should be located in
such a manner that its relationship with
the existing surrounding uses and services
and with the proposed parking facility is
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the most convenient and compatible.
-The office building should take into
consideration the excellent views available to the harbor and river and the
views down the narrow streets in the
location of the actual offices themselves.
-The office building should also take into
consideration the climatic (especially sun)
conditions which will exist at the site.
Function and form considerations:
-The office building should recognize its
urban location by differentiating the
ground floor level in height and usage
(i.e. coffee shop, exhibition, etc ... )
Office Building Component considerations:
-The office building should recognize the
fact that since this building will be

•

rented to a variety of tenants, it will be
necessary that a variety of office types
and sizes be available.
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-The office building should recognize
that since this building will be rented
to companies with a substantial amount
of public contact, circulation from the
street to any particular office and visa
versa will be important and the core(s)
and stairs will have to be located in
such a manner that they become part of
the public highway.
-The office building should recognize the
advantages of the double-zone layout over
the single or triple zone layouts in this
particular case, especially in terms of
economy, access, and core location.
-The office building should provide both
open plan as well as closed plan, individualized offices since they may be required by
different tenants.
Modular dimensioning considerations:
-The office building should be laid out
on an efficient modular grid whic h works
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well with the layout of offices and
desks, the structural system, and the
exterior fenestration.
Flexibility considerations:
-The office building, since it is to
be rented to a variety of types and
sizes of tenants which may be periodically expanding or contracting in
size, should be designed with the maximum amount of flexibility possible.
Efficiency considerations:
-Since the office building is to be
built as a profiting venture, it should
strive for maximum efficiency.
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5.0

PROGRAMATIC REQUIREMENTS

Parking facility:
City of Charleston Zoning Ordinance:
1 space for every 200 sq. ft. of
office space - from conceptual

@ 390 spaces

standpoint

Additional requirements:

parking

spaces to replace those existing

@ 145 spaces

on site
Total

@ 535 spaces

Office building:
Market studies justify a building
with approximately:

62,500 to 90,000 sq. ft.
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The design of a parking facility or of an
office building is not an overly difficult problem; at the most, it involves following established
requirements and repeating the solution a certain
number of times.

The concept, then, for the design

of the Maritime Office Center revolves around the
idea of a building responding to its particular
context, and this has been the generating principle
behind the design of this project.
Therefore, in response to its context, the
building's design has attempted to maintain "view
corridors" through the site for historical as well
as aesthetic reasons.

These view corridors also

encourage pedestrian movement through the site to
the proposed waterfront park.

The use of these

"view corridors" also allows the building to be
broken down into smaller masses which are proportional to the surrounding area.

Additional

property to the south of the given site was acquited to fulfill prograllll1atic, historical, and
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architectural objectives.

The location of the

majority of the office space, on the eastern side
of the site, was determined by the views to the
water available along this side of the site.

The

core elements were placed between the offices and
parking to aid in circulation between parking and
offices and to act as a buffer between these two
functions.

The lower massing of the parking

garage was located on the western side of the site
to relate in height to the surrounding buildings.
Since it was necessary that the first occupied
floor of the building be raised to 12 feet above
sea level for flood plain requirements, a subgrade level was created to provide for parking
for visitors and guests to the center.

The upper

levels of parking are to be rented out on a
monthly basis to patrons of the building or to
people who work in the surrounding area.
As stated previously, the design of the
Maritime Office Center was primarily an attempt
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to design a building for a specific site and
context.

For this reason, the standard office

building and parking garage designs could not
be applied to this problem.

However, whenever

possible, the basic requirements and guide] ines
stated previously have been adapted to this
problem without compromising the functioning
of the design.
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